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Appendix A
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND USER' S GUIDE
PART I, PHASE C
The following section describes the software routines developed during the
Crew/Computer Communications Study. A standardized program descrip-
tion sheet was developed to provide the user with a clear understanding of
each routine, any restrictions in its use, the required input data to each
routine, and the results after executing the routine. Section A. 2 describes
how these routines are combined to generate a crew/computer
communications application.
SA.- PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
The software has been separated into four groups: system software,
application software, on-line utility routines, and off-line utility routines.
These four groups contain the following routines:
A. System Software
PKD - PKD handler
B. Application Software
MAIN -- Application executive for C/CC demonstration
LNK1 - Core overlay No. 1
LNK2- Core overlay No. 2
RENCAL-Rendezvous calculation routine
C. On-line Utility Software
1. PKD Handler Interface
PKIN - Response routine for PKD input
PKOUT - Initialization routine for PKD handler
2. PKD Display Command Routines
PKCOUT - Character display routine
PKSOUT- String display routine
PKPOUT- Page display routine
PKCL- Cursor location routine
PKCC- Cursor command routine
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PKMSL - Special function key light command routine
TIMCON - Time conversion routine (real-ASCII)
TUPDAT - Dynamic time update routine
BLNKY - Display key blanking routine
GETPKD - Display data retrieval routine
3. Keyboard Response Routines
NUMIN - Numeric keyboard response routine (keyboard active)
NUMKEY - Numeric keyboard response routine (keyboard
inactive)
MODKEY - Special function keyboard response routine
4. ASCII/Real/ASCII Conversion
KFPA - Floating point to ASCII conversion routine
KAFP - ASCII to floating point conversion routine
5. String Manipulation
PUT C - Single character merge routine
GETC - Single character selection routine
MOVSTR - String merging routine
6. DEC - 339 Display Support
GET 339 - Display retrieval routine
7. Error Handling
EROUT 1 - Illegal word error routine
EROUT 2 - Illegal selection error routine
D. Off-line Utility Software
GENPKD - PKD display generation and editing routine
GEN339 - DEC - 339 display page generation routine
GENFIL - Execution table generation routine
CHKPK - Display file checking routine (PKD)
CHK 339 - Display file checking routine (DEC - 339)
WRTPKD - Hard-copy printing routine for PKD displays
CHKOUT - PKD checkout routine
A. 1. 1 System Software
To interface the programmable keyboard display with PDP-9, a PKD
handling routine was added to the system software. Since this routine is not
called by in-line code but is instead called by the monitor or as the result
of an external interrupt, only a description of its operation is included. The
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PKD handler performs all communications involving PKD data transfer
through the PDP-9 input-output (I/O) channel.
A. 1. 1. 1 Interface with the Monitor ,
The PKD utility routines communicate with the handler through the I/O macro
programs. Whenever an I/O system macro call is executed, control passes
through the monitor to the PKD handler. The handler has only one entry
point, but contains all the macros for PKD I/O. The first part of this
handler discovers which implemented function was requested and transfers
control to the corresponding function routine, but ignores requests for
nonimplemented functions. When execution of an implemented function
routine is completed, control is passed back to the user via the monitor.
To allow better understanding of the handler, the macro function routines
are described individually in the following paragraphs.
A. 1.1.2 Input-Output System Macro Function Routines
A. .INIT - The program unit executing. .INIT associates the handler
PKD. with input or output and with a restart address. When the
handler is accessed by the monitor for this function, it must provide
the monitor with a maximum buffer size, and sets of interrupt
channel numbers and associated interrupt routine locations as
applicable. Here, subroutines PKIN and PKOUT each call the
.INIT function for input and output, respectively.
B. .READ - The program unit executing . READ requests a handler
for a device to input a specified number of words into a specified
buffer. When the handler is accessed by the monitor to satisfy
this request, it will defer the request if input is already underway;
otherwise, it will initiate the process. It remains for the associ-
ated interrupt routine to carry it out. Here, PKIN calls the . READ
function, asking for one word, which is all that the PKD hardware
package provides as a result of any human action. PKD input is
right-justified in second buffer word (8 bits).
C. .WRITE - The program unit executing . WRITE requests a handler
to output to a device a number of 8-bit characters derived from a
specified buffer, the exact number being in the buffer header.
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When the.handler is accessed by the monitor to satisfy this request,
it will defer the request if output is already underway, and other-
wise will initiate the process by sending out the first character. It
is up to the associated output complete interrupt routine to com-
plete the process. Here, all of the output subroutines call the
.WRITE function.
D. .WAITR - The program unit executing . WAITR requests a handler
to transfer control to a specified location in that program if any
process initiated by that handler is not completed, and otherwise
to allow execution to continue in sequence. The PKIN subroutine
uses . WAITR to determine if its previous .READ request has been
satisfied; i. e., has any relevant human action occurred? In either
case, it subsequently exits to the application program with at least
this status information, allowing the application program to pursue
its other activities between frequent looks for a "hit. "
The output subroutines do not return status; they merely use the
automatic delay-until -finished-with-previous request feature.
E. . CLOSE - The program unit executing . CLOSE tells a handler
that it is (temporarily) through with handler. Here, this is
only used and meaningful as part of the restart named by . INIT.
A. 1. 1.3 Interrupt Routines
The first part of the PKD interrupt routine is exactly the same as for any
other device connected to the PDP-9 having its own interrupt channel(s),
and communicating under direct program control; i. e., not via a data
channel or direct memory access. The first task is to determine which
device flag led to the interrupt. Then, the routine will pursue one of two
possible paths: one for input and the other for output. It concludes by
returning control to the interrupted program.
A. Input Interrupt Routine - This process consists basically of
transferring a character from the associated device (PKD) to the
appropriate buffer. When input from the device is complete (after
each input character), a specified header must be generated for
the buffer. One part of it is the number of word pairs read plus
one (the header being a word pair). As many. as six data modes
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might be involved (here, there is only one, ,Image Alphanumeric;
i. e., the data exactly as received, right-justified with leading
zeros). Thus, the number of word pairs is always two. Finally,
the Input Underway flag is reset. This flag is tested by each
execution of . WAITR for input.
B. Output Interrupt Routine- Character output is accomplished with
this routine. After receipt of each complete interrupt output,
another character output is initiated, the process being repeated
until the requested number of characters have been sent. The
number of characters is obtained from the specified output buffer
header.
A. 1. 2 Application Software
The application executive for the Crew/ Computer Communications Study
. demonstration is composed of three software module.s: ... MAIN _and.two .core
overlays (LNK1 and LNKZ).
The capabilities of the PKD and DEC -339 display terminal were combined
in routine RDEM4. Due to the duplication of display data by the CRT and
PKD, the development of this routine was terminated before checkout was
finished. However, both the CRT and PKD interactive code have been
demonstrated independently.
The application-peculiar computation program RENCAL was developed to
determine the thrusting requirements for all five LM/ CSM rendezvous
maneuvers on the Apollo program.
These routines are described in the following text.
NAME: MAIN
PURPOSE: This routine is the application executive of the crew/
computer communications demonstration. It handles
all the generalized displays and calls the core overlays
if they are required.
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METHOD: The PKD is polled to establish if a button has been
pressed; if it has, the result is checked for errors
and if no errors are detected, the execution table
for the active display on the PKD is used to estab-
lish the appropriate action. If an error is detected,
it will be ignored and the PKD will again be polled
for crew input response.
RESTRICTIONS: This is a main program and not a callable subroutine.
COMMON: ORA, TRANG, RANGE, RANGRT, YCSI, YDCSI, DELH,
TTPI, TCSI, TPC, TCDH, TTPF, ELEV, DVXCSI,
DVYCSI, DVZCSI, DVTCSI, DVXPC, DVYPC, DVZPC,
DVTPC, DVXCDH, DVYCDH, DVZCDH, DVTCDH,
DVXTPI, DVYTPI, DVZIPI, DVTIPI, DVXTPF, DVYTPF,
DVZ TPF, DVTIPF, ITY, IVA.
SUBROUTINES USED: PKOUT-Initialization routine for PKD handler
PK CC- Cursor command routine
PKIN-Response routine for PKD input
MODKEY-Special function keyboard response routine
NUMKEY--Numeric keyboard response routine
(keyboard inactive)
BLNKY-Display key blanking routine
EROUT2-Illegal selection error routine
GETPKD-Display data retrieval routine
LNKI -Core overlay No. 1
LNK2-Core overlay No. 2
NOTES: LNKI and LNK2 are core overlays for this applica-
tion executive. See subroutine RENCAL for
COMMON variable definitions.
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NAME: LNK1
PURPOSE: This overlay module supplies the programming
code required to support the following three rendez-
vous maneuvers, CSI, PC, and CDH.
METHOD: The "Chain and Execute" PDP-9 software package
is. used to generate and execute core overlays,
thereby allowing programs to operate independently
of core size restrictions. This overlay is used to
display the results of rendezvous calculations.
CALL: CALL LNKI
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: ORA, TRANG, RANGE, RANGRT, YCSI, YDCSI,
DELH, TTPI, TCSI, TPC, TCDH, TTPF, ELEV,
DVXCSI, DVYCSI, DVZCSI, DVTCSI, DVXPC, DVYPC,
DVZPC, DVTPC, DVXCDH, DVYCDH, DVZCDH,
DVTCDH, DVXTPI, DVYTPI, DVZIPI, DVTIPI,
DVXTPF, DVYTPF, DVZTPF, DVTIPF, ITY, IVA
SUBROUTINES USED: KFPA-Floating point to ASCII conversion routine.
TIMCON-Convert real seconds to ASCII hours,
minutes, and seconds.
MOVSTR-Merge two ASCII strings.
PKPOUT-Page output routine.
NOTES: All data base communication is accomplished via
unlabeled COMMON.
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See subroutine RENCAL for COMMON variable
definitions.
EXAMPLE: None
NAME: LNK2
PURPOSE: This overlay module supplies the programming code
required to support the following two rendezvous
maneuvers, TPI and TPF. In addition, the closed
subroutine RENCAL is included in this overlay and
is used to calculate the rendezvous data.
METHOD: PDP-9 software routine "Chain and Execute" is used
to generate and execute core overlays. RENCAL is
called during the TPI execution and is used to update
the data base.
CALL: CALL LNK2
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: ORA, TRANG, RANGE, RANGRT, YCSI, YDCSI, DELH,
TTPI, TCSI, TPC, TCDH, TIPF, ELEV, DVXCSI,
DVYCSI, DVZCSI, DVTCSI, DVXPC, DVYPC, DVZPC,
DVTPC, DVXCDH, DVYCDH, DVZCDH, DVTCDH,
DVXTPI, DVYTPI, DVZTPI, DVTTPI, DVXTPF,
DVYTPF, DVZIPF, DVTTPF, ITY, IVA
SUBROUTINES USED: KFPA-Floating point to ASCII conversion.
MOVSTR-Merge two ASCII strings.
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TIMCON-Convert seconds to ASCI hours, minutes,
and seconds.
PKPOUT-Page output routine.
RENCAL=- Calculate rendezvous data.
NOTES: All data base communication is accomplished via
unlabeled COMMON.
See subroutine RENCAL for COMMON variable
definitions.
EXAMPLE: None
NAME: RENCAL
PURPOSE: Demonstrate a technique for determining the
thrusting requirements for an LM/ CSM rendezvous.
METHOD: Clohessy-Wiltshire equations are used to determine
the incremental change in velocity (delta) require-
ments for each of the five rendezvous burns.
CALL: CALL RENCAL
RESTRICTIONS: The orbits of the active and passive vehicles are
assumed to be circular.
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: ORA - Orbital radius of active vehicle (feet)
TRANG - Transfer angle between TPI and TPF
maneuvers (degrees)
RANGE - Range between active and passive vehicle
(miles)
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RANGRT - Range rate between active and passive
vehicle (fps)
YCSI - Out-of-plane position at CSI (miles)
YDCSI - Out-of-plane velocity at CSI (fps)
DELH - Incremental change in height during constant
delta height phase (miles)
TTPI - GET time of TPI maneuver (seconds)
TCSI - GET time of CSI maneuver (seconds)
TPC -GET time of plane change maneuver (seconds)
TCDH - GET time of CDH maneuver (seconds)
TTPF - GET time of TPF maneuver (seconds)
PELEV - Elevation angle of passive vehicle (degrees)
DVXCSI - X-axis delta velocity required for
CSI maneuver (fps)
DVYCSI - Y-axis delta velocity required for
CSI maneuver (fps)
DVZCSI - Z-axis delta velocity required for
CSI maneuver (fps)
DVTCSI - Total delta velocity required for
CSI maneuver (fps)
DVXPC - X-axis delta velocity required for
PC maneuver (fps)
DVYPC - Y-axis delta velocity required for
PC maneuver (fps)
DVZPC - Z-axis delta velocity required for
PC maneuver (fps)
DVTPC - Total delta velocity required for
PC maneuver (fps)
DVXCDH - X-axis delta velocity required for
CDH maneuver (fps)
DVYCDH - Y-axis delta velocity required for
CDH maneuver (fps)
DVZ CDH - Z-axis delta velocity required for
CDH maneuver (fps)
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DVTCDH- Total delta velocity required for
CDH maneuver (fps)
DVXTPI - X-axis delta velocity required for
TPI maneuver (fps)
DVYTPI - Y-axis delta velocity required for
TPI maneuver (fps)
DVZ TPI - Z -axis delta velocity required for
TPI maneuver (fps)
DVTTPI - Total delta velocity required for
TPI maneuver (fps)
DVXTPF - X-axis delta velocity required for
TPF maneuver (fps)
DVYTPF - Y-axis delta velocity required for
TPF maneuver (fps)
DVZTPF - Z-axis delta velocity required for
TPF maneuver (fps)
DVTTPF - Total delta velocity required for
TPF maneuver (fps)
ITY - PKD keyboard type flag
IVA - PKD keyboard value-flag
SUBROUTINE USED: NUMIN - Numeric keyboard input routine
KAFP - ASCII to floating point conversion routine
NOTES: TPI time and elevation angle are loaded at the
numeric keyboard during the execution of this
routine.
The following initial conditions are assumed for
the program:
a) CSI time - 101:21.42 (GMT)
b) Lunar orbit
c) Initial orbit height of active vehicle = 25. 0 (miles)
d) Initial orbit height of passive vehicle = 60. 0 (miles)
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e) X position at CSI = 160. 0 (miles), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
f) Y position at CSI = 0. 174 (miles), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
g) Z position at CSI = 35. 0 (miles), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
h) X-velocity at CSI = 88. 25 (fps), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
i) Y-velocity at CSI = 0. 065 (fps), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
j) Z-velocity at CSI= 0. 0 (fps), passive
vehicle-centered coordinate system
A. 1. 3 On-Line Utility Software
The support routines that would be used during the execution of an
interactive application program are described in this section. They are
organized as follows:
A. PKD Handle Interface
B. PKD Display Commands
C. Keyboard Response
D. ASCII/REAL/ASCII Conversion
E. String Manipulation
F. DEC-339 Display Support
G. Error Handling
A. 1.4 PKD Handler Interface Routines
Two routines fall in this category, The first, PKOUT, is used to initialize
the handler for output to the PKD while the second, PKIN, is used to
respond to computer input from the PKD.
It should be noted that the user program is not (logically) interrupted when
a PKD button is pressed. Pushbutton action merely causes an indicator to
be set in PKIN, and this may affect the user' s flow of control at his
dis cretion.
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NAME: PKIN
PURPOSE: Informs if any new input from the PKD hardware
package has been received, and if so, what type it
is, what value for that type, and, if applicable,
provides an internally usable form (IOPS ASCII) of
that value.
METHOD: Uses . READ to check for input. Argument values
are set according to whether an input was received
or not. When an input is received, the response is
analyzed and the arguments set.
CALL: CALL PKIN (status flag, type, value, internal
value, error code)
R ES TRIC TIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: A. Status flag: = 1 if new input received,
= 0 otherwise
B. Type: Most significant four bits from PKD,
plus one
= 1 if display matrix switch
= 2 if mode control switch
= 3 if numeric keyboard
Other values are not wired; therefore,
they are illegal if received
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C. Value: Least significant four bits from PKD,
plus one
= integer 1-16 if Type 1
= integer 1-12 if Type 2
= integer 1-12 if Type 3
Other values are not wired; therefore,
they are illegal for Type 2 or 3, and
meaningless otherwise.
D. Internal value: IPOS ASCII (PDP-9 internal
ASCII) equivalent of numeric keyboard
input, otherwise zero. At least two
words must be provided for this variable.
Value is left justified in first word,
remainder of first and all of second word
set to zero.
E. Error code: = 0 if none detected
= 1 for Type 2 value out of range
= 2 for Type 3 value out of range
= 3 if Type 4 through 9
= 4 if Type greater than 9 (16 is
max type possible)
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . INIT, . READ, . WAIT, . CLOSE, . EXIT
NOTES: All of the arguments are results; hence, they must
be coded as variables of the using FORTRAN applica-
tion program.
EXAMPLE: None
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NAME: PKOUT
PURPOSE: Initializes PKD handler for output and must be
called just once, before any other output subroutine
is called.
METHOD: CALLS .INIT for output and establishes address for
.CLOSE and . EXIT for restart.
CALL: CALL PKOUT
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . INIT, .CLOSE, .EXIT
NOTES: PDP-9 monitor set up to notify PKD handler of
complete interrupt outputs from LT-19.
EXAMPLE: None
A.1. 4. 1 PKD Display Command Routines
Ten routines have been developed to support the programmable command
keyboard display. The functions performed by these routines include:
display characters and strings, cursor control commands, changing the
state of the special function keyboard lights, displaying time, blanking
display data in a programmable command keyboard switch location, and
retrieving data from the disk.
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NAME: PKCOU T
PURPOSE: Issues command to display specified character at
current cursor location.
METHOD: The character is sent using . WRITE
CALL: CALL PKCOUT (character)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Character-Single character in IOPS ASCII formatted
variable (left justified).
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . WRITE
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Display a "1" at current cursor location.
DATA A/5H1I .... /
CALL PKCOUT (A)
NAME: PKSOUT
PURPOSE: Issues commands to display specified string of char-
acters, starting at current cursor location. The
subroutine returns to the user after issuing the first
command, the remainder to be issued as a
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consequence of receiving complete interrupt outputs.
Thus, the application program can continue con-
current with the display update process.
METHOD: The character string is supplied to . WRITE, which
outputs the number of characters specified.
CALL: CALL PKSOUT (character array, number of
characters)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: A. Character array-Real array, first word pair of
which is reserved for use by . WRITE, char-
acter string starting at second word pair.
B. Number of characters-Character cohunt, meari-
ingful only for 1 to 255.
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . WRITE
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Display numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,. 5 starting at present
cursor location.
Dimension A(2)
DATA A(2)/5H12345/
I CNT= 5
CALL PKSOUT (A(1), ICNT)
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NAME: PKPOUT
PURPOSE: Issues command to home cursor. Then returns con-
trol to user having arranged to issue commands to
display the specified page of 255 characters in con-
junction with receipt of complete interrupt output.
Concurrency of the application program with the
display process becomes quite important at the page
level, for with the PKD connected to the PDP-9 via a
telecommunications link, it takes just over two
seconds to put up a whole new page.
METHOD: Calls PKCC with a home command, then calls PKSOUT
to output 255 characters.
CALL: CALL PKPOUT (Character array)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Character array-Real array of size 52, first word
pair reserved for use by PKSOUT, remaining 51
word pairs contain the ASCII characters for display.
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCC, PKSOUT
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Display ASCII data stored in array PAGE I on the PKD.
CALL PKPOUT (PAGE 1(1))
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NAME: PKCL
PURPOSE: To position the displays cursor, which establishes
stait of character display.
METHOD: Calls . WRITE to issue first of two commands
required to position the cursor at a specified loca-
tion, then returns to user having arranged to send
the second command upon receipt of the next com-
plete interrupt output. The location is specified by
row and column. The PKD display being treated as an
8 x 32 matrix. Row is integer 0 - 7, column 0 - 31.
CALL: CALL PKCL (row position, column position)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Row position - integer 0 - 7
Column position - integer 0 - 31
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . WRITE
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE:
IROW = 1
ICOL = 3
CALL PKCL (IROW, ICOL)
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NAME: PKCC
PURPOSE: Issues command to effect specified control of cursor
and also clearing display if requested.
METHOD: Calls . WRITE to issue specified command.
CALL: CALL PKCC (cursor control code)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Cursor control code: = 1 for clear display (and
home cursor)
= 2 for home cursor
3 for visual cursor ON
= 4 for visual cursor OFF
= 5 for cursor blink ON
= 6 for cursor blink OFF
= 7 for new line
= 8 (currently undefined)
9 for cursor right
= 10 for cursor left
12 for cursor down
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . WRITE
NOTES: Clear display takes almost 0. 5 millisecond, before
which no further commands will be accepted by the
display. (Note that page output to display is preceded
only by home cursor.) The user may first request
clear display, arrange for the requisite delay, then
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use either PKPOUT or PKSOUT to output only a
portion of a page, if the remainder of that page is
to be blank.
EXAMPLE: Turn cursor OFF
ICMD = 4
CALL PKCC (ICMD)
NAME: PKMSL
- PURPOSE: ----------. Issues command to set specified mode switch light to
specified state (ON or OFF).
METHOD: The output word is formed and dispatched with
WRITE.
CALL: CALL PKMSL (mode switch code, desired state)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: A. Mode switch code: integer between 1 and 12,
inclusive
B. Desired state: = 0 for OFF
= I for ON
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: . WRITE
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NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Turn mode control light 10 "ON"
IMSWT = 10
IOSWT = 1
CALL PKMSL (IMSWT, IOSWT)
NAME: TIMCON
PURPOSE: Convert time in seconds to three ASCII strings for
displaying hours, minutes, and seconds.
METHOD: Divide seconds by 3, 600 and convert to integer to
get hours, multiply fractional result of above by 60,
and convert to integer to get minutes. Take frac-
tional result of previous calculation and multiply by
60 to get seconds.
Float the above three integers and use subroutine
KFPA to convert floating point number to ASCII data.
CALL: CALL TIMCON (TSEC, AHR, AMIN, ASEC)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: TSEC - Time in seconds (real number)
OUTPUT ARGS: AHR - Three word ASCII image of hours
AMIN - Three word ASCII image of minutes
ASEC - Three word ASCII image of seconds
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COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: KFPA - Floating point to ASCII conversion
NOTES: First word of ASCII array is filled in by dislplay
routine PKSOUT.
EXAMPLE: Convert 3, 605 seconds to ASCII hours, minutes, and
seconds.
Dimension AHR (3), AMIN (3), ASEC (3)
TSEC = 3605. 0
CALL TIMCON (TSEC, AHR (2), AMIN (2), ASEC (2))
NAME: TUPDAT
PURPOSE: Dynamically update time displayed 
on PKD.
Note: Time is a integer number while the same
number on the display must be in ASCII
representation.
METHOD: Set index pointers to low-digit value of 
initial minute
and second value. Use pointer to index ASCII data
every second and incremental minutes every 60 seconds.
Results are displayed at requested location on PKD.
CALL: CALL TUPDAT (MIN, ISCC, IROW, ICOL)
RESTRICTIONS: No hours are shown, so minutes continue increment-
ing after reaching a value of 59. Maximum value of'
minutes is 99.
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INPUT ARGS: MIN - Initial value of minutes
ISEC - Initial value of seconds
IROW - Start location of display data (row)
ICOL - Start location of display data (column)
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKIN - Response routine for PKD
PKCL - PKD cursor location
PKCOUT - PKD character display
NOTES:
EXAMPLE: Start incrementing clock set to "0" and display at
cursor location 4, 10 (row, column).
MIN = 0
ISCC = 0
IROW = 4
ICOL = 10
CALL TUPDAT (MIN, ISCC, IROW, ICOL)
NAME: BLNKY
PURPOSE: Blank the 16-character display positions under the
selected command display key.
METHOD: Fill in blank characters in display string.
CALL: CALL BLNKY (MKEY)
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RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: MKEY - Command key to be blanked.
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCL - Cursor location command routine
PKCOUT - Character output routine
NOTES: The reference display file stored on the disk is not
modified.
EXAMPLE:- - - ---Blank-the depressed command_.display key ..
10 CALL PKIN (IST, ITY, IVAL, IIV, IER)
IF (IST. EQ. 0) GO to 10
IF (ITY. EQ. 1) GO to 20
20 CALL BLNKY (IVAL)
NAME: GETPKD
PURPOSE: Get requested PKD display file data from disk.
METHOD: Read requested display file from disk.
CALL: CALL GETPKD (PKDF, RPKD)
RESTRICTIONS: IOPS 13 results if requested file is not found on disk
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INPUT ARGS: PKDF - Display file name
OUTPUT ARGS: RPKD- Display data (53 word array)
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Read from disk and store the display data for FILE 1
in array RPKD.
Data PKDF/5HFILE1 /
Call GETPKD (PKDF, RPKD)
A. 1. 4. 2 Keyboard Response Routines
In-line code in main and core overlays is used to respond to the program-
mable command keyboard while FORTRAN - callable subroutines are used
to respond to the special function keyboard and the numeric keyboard. The
following routines allow the user to respond to the latter two keyboards.
NAME: NUMIN
PURPOSE: Read numbers from numeric keyboard and store
characters in array NUM. Numbers are displayed
on command keyboard display as they are received.
METHOD: Use ASCII characters as supplied by PKIN and trans-
fer left justified into array NUM (1 character/array
element).
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CALL: Call NUMIN (IR, IC, ICCNT, NUM, ITY, IVAL)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: IR - Row location of first input character
IC - Column location of first input character
ICCNT - Total number of input characters
OUTPUT ARGS: NUM - Array containing ASCII data
ITY - Keyboard type flag
IVAL - Key number flag
COMMON: None
-SUBROUTINES. USED: __PKCL - Cursor positioning routine
PKCC - Cursor control command routine
PKIN - PKD response routine
PKCOUT - Character output routine
NOTES: All three keyboards are active when routine NUMIN
is waiting for numeric input. It is therefore possible
to leave this routine in the middle of a data entry
operation.
EXAMPLE: Read three numeric values into array NUM and
display at location 4, 10 (row, column)
IR = 4
IC = 10
ICCNT = 3
CALL NUMIN (IR, IC, ICCNT, NUM, ITY, IVAL)
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NAME: NUMKEY
PURPOSE: Respond to numeric keyboard.
METHOD: Issue message: "Error: Activity not programmed"
CALL: CALL NUMKEY
RESTRICTIONS: See NOTES
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCL - Cursor location command
EROUT2 -Error message routine
NOTES: Routine NUMIN will be merged into this routine. It
will, however, be necessary to conduct a test to
verify that the numeric keyboard is active, and if not,
to display the above error message. At present, the
same result could be achieved by calling EROUT2
with the input argument set to +1.
EXAMPLE: None
NAME: MODKEY
PURPOSE: Response routine for the 12 special function keys.
METHOD: Set pointers, set indexes, or display messages as
required.
CALL: CALL MODKEY (IVA, FIL, ARRAY, MAX)
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RESTRICTIONS: Only MONITOR, BACKUP, and EMERGENCY STOP
are implemented; all other key depressions result
in the following message being displayed: "ERROR:
ACTIVITY NOT PROGRAMMED"
INPUT ARGS: IVAL - Special function key number
OUTPUT ARGS: FIL - Modified file directory name for new response
data
ARRAY - Trail of file director names from top level
to present position
MAX - Pointer to array element
COMMON: None'
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCL - Cursor location command- routine
PKSOUT - String output to PKD display
EROUTZ - Error message routine
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: Respond to selected special function key
C READ KEYBOARD HITS.
10 CALL PKIN (IST, ITY, IVAL, IIV, IER)
IF (IST. EQ. 0) GO TO 10
IF (ITY. EQ. 2) GO TO 20
20 CALL MODKEY (IVAL, FIL, ARRAY, MAX)
A. 1.4.3 ASCII/REAL/ASCII Conversion
Numeric output from the PKD is in ASCII format. While this format is
necessary to display data, it is meaningless in mathematical operations.
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The format required for these operations must be either an integer or real
number. Two routines were developed to convert from one format to the
other.
NAME: KFPA
PURPOSE: Converts a FORTRAN format floating point number
to an ASCII character string.
METHOD: The sign character is established and the sign bit
discarded. The number is adjusted for a zero
exponent. Integers are extracted from the whole
number part by division by 10 and from the fractional
part by multiplication by 10. As each integer is
extracted, it ;. convrtcd .X%.L A I foriiat and stored
as an individual character. The characters are then
assembled into ASCII double words. Unused char-
acters in the last word pair are set to blanks.
CALL: CALL: KFPA (real number, ARRAY, W, D)
RESTRICTIONS: Floating point number range: 0. 00001 to 131, 071.
INPUT ARGS: Real number - Floating point number to be converted.
W - Field width (total number of characters, including
sign and decimal point, to be converted).
D - Number of characters after decimal point.
OUTPUT ARGS: ARRAY - Filled real ARRAY
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PUTC
NOTES: None
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EXAMPLE: Convert the real number 123.4 into an ASCII string -
with the same format.
DIMENSION ARRAY(3)
X 123.4
IWRD = 5
ID = 1
CALL (X, ARRAY, IWRD, ID)
NAME: KAFP
PURPOSE: Converts a string of unpacked ASCII characters
(1 character per double word) into a FORTRAN format
floating point number.
METHOD: The sign bit is established. The whole number part
is the final sum of each integer times the appropriate
power of 10 for its position. The fractional part is
the sum of each fractional digit divided by the appro-
priate power of 10. The whole fractional parts are
then merged, normalized, and merged again with
the exponent and sign bit.
CALL: CALL: KAFP (ARRAY, COUNT, REAL NUMBER)
RESTRICTIONS: Number range: 0.00001 to 131, 071
INPUT ARGS: Array - ASCII character string, 1 character per
double word, left unjustified.
Count - Number of characters in array.
OUTPUT ARGS: Real number - FORTRAN format floating point
number.
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COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
EXAMPLE: Convert the four ASCII numbers stored in array
NUMB into a floating point number called "X".
DIMENSION NUMB(4)
DATA NUMB(l), NUMB(2), NUMB(3), NUMB(4)
1 /5H1 , 5H2 , 5H3 , 5H. /
ICNT = 4
CALL KAFP (NUMB(1), ICNT, X)
A. 1. 4. 4 String Manipulation
Five ASCII characters are stored in each word pair in the PDP-9. It takes
52 word pairs to hold the display data to fill the command keyboard display's
256 character positions. Since it is unlikely that display data merged into
a fixed-format display will start and stop on word boundaries, it is necessary
to have the capability to merge ASCII strings regardless of their starting or
ending locations. Three routines were developed for this purpose.
NAME: GETC
PURPOSE: To recreate an ASCII character from the named
position in a packed ASCII double word into the
named location, left unjustified.
METHOD: The character is masked out of the original word,
left-shifted, and stored in the given destination
address.
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CALL: CALL: GETC.(source word, position, destination
word)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Source word - Packed ASCII double word containing
character
Position - Integer, 0-4, defining position in word
(left-to-right orientation)
OUTPUT ARGS: Destination word - Filled word (first word only)
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
EXAMPLE: Load the third character of SWRD into the third word
of array ICHAR.
DATA SWRD/5HABCDE/
DIMENSION ICHAR(4)
I= 2
CALL GETC (SWRD, I, ICHAR(3))
NAME: PUTC
PURPOSE: Copies a left-justified character into the named posi-
tion in an ASCII word pair.
METHOD: The word pair is masked. The character is posi-
tioned. The character is exclusive OR'ed into the
word pair.
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CALL: CALL: PUTC (double word, position, character)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: Position - Integer, 0-4, defining destination position
of character (left-to-right orientation).
Character - Left-justified character
OUTPUT ARGS: Double word - Modified double word
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
EXAMPLE: Merge the two given strins to yield "A=-2"
DATA DWRD/5HA = --- /, ICHAR/5H2----/
1=2
CALL PUTC (DWRD, I, ICHAR)
NAME: MOVSTR
PURPOSE: Copies a string of packed ASCII characters from
one array into another - based on row and column
positioning (see Notes)
METHOD: Establishes source array first word and first char-
acter position from input array row and column.
Establishes destination word and character position.
Successively calls GETC and PUTC for total number
of characters to be moved, adjusting word locations
and character positions as required.
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CALL: CALL: MOVSTR (SOURCE ARRAY, SROW, SCOLUMN,
DESTINATION ARRAY, DROW,
DCOLUMN, COUNT)
RESTRICTIONS: Moves no more than 256 characters.
INPUT ARGS: SOURCE ARRAY - First word of source array
(See Notes)
SROW - Source row
SCOLUMN- Source column
DESTINATION ARRAY - First word of destination array
DROW - Destination row
DCOLUMN - Destination column
COUNT - Number of characters to copy
OUTPU T ARGS: DESTINATION ARRAY - First-word of-destination--arra-y
DROW - Destination row
DCOLUMN - Destination column
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: GETC, PUTC
NOTES: Row and column notation is based on eight rows of
32 characters, column being the position in the row.
Row is from 0-7, column from 0-31. This notation
is equivalent to PKD cursor position notation. For
MOVSTR, arrays are referenced by the first word in
the array, with row and column values establishing
actual word location.
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EXAMPLE: Merge strings to yield "PAGE NO. 2"
DATA DA(1), DA(2)/5HPAGE, 5HNO. /, SA(1)/5H12345/
I=l
ISROW = 0
ISCOL = 1
IDROW = 0
IDCOL = 9
CALL MOVSTR (SA(1), ISROW, ISCOL, DA(1)
IDROW, IDCOL, I)
A. 1.4. 5 DEC-339 Display Support
Although this CRT device is not used in the Cref wComputer Comrmnications
Study demonstration, it was used in evaluating interface techniques. The
routine GET339 is used to retrieve the display data from the disk.
NAME: GET339
PURPOSE: Get current CRT display files from the disk.
METHOD: Read the three display files associated with each
339 display.
CALL: CALL GET339
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
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COMMON: Labeled common block S1
S - Display data for status area or screen
A - Display data for action area or screen
W - Display data for work area or screen
FST - File name of the status area of the screen
FAC - File name of the action area of the screen
FWK - File name of the work area of the screen
SUBROUTINES USED: None
NOTES: The 339 display screen was partitioned as follows:
Status Area
Action Line
Work 15 linesArea
Error & Diagnostic 5 lines
Messages
EXAMPLE: None
A. 1.4. 6 Error Handling
Invalid input to the PDP-9 from the PKD is identified and an error message
is displayed on the bottom line of the programmable command keyboard
display. Two routines are used to display the two general class of errors:
(1) transmission errors, and (2) selection errors (i. e., unlabeled key
pressed).
NAME: EROUT1
PURPOSE: Display error messages detected by routine PKIN.
METHOD: Read error code from routine PKIN and display
corresponding message on PKD.
CALL: CALL EROUT1
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RESTRICTIONS: Only four types of error codes exist-IEC = 1 through 4
INPUT ARGS: IEC - Error code from PKIN
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCC - Cursor location command routine
PKSOUT-- String output routine
NOTES: Error codes:
0 = None detected
1 = Command keyboard display switch value out of
range
2 = Special function switch value out of range
3 = Illegal key type
4 = Illegal key type
EXAMPLE: Display error detected by PKIN
10 CALL PKIN (IST, ITY, IVAL, IIV, IEC)
IF (IST. EQ. 0) go to 10
IF (IEC. NE. 0) go to 20
20 CALL EROUT1
NAME: EROUT2
PURPOSE: Display errors on command keyboard display associ-
ated with command keyboard selections.
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METHOD: Print error message according to code in software
status table (last entry found in GENFIL)
T = O.Unlabeled key pressed
T = 1 Activity not programmed
T = 2 Command valid (0, 1 only meaningful values in
this program)
CALL: CALL EROUT2(T)
RESTRICTIONS: T = 0 or 1
INPUT ARGS: T = Software status
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKCL - Cursor location command routine
PKSOUT - String output routine
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: None
A. 1. 5 Off-Line Utility Software
All support routines that are not and cannot be called by the application
programs fall in this group. They are stand-alone routines used for the
following functions:
A. Display Generation for DEC-339 and PKD
B. Linking Table Generation
C. Display Data Check and Hardcopy Printout
D. PKD Checkout
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NAME: GENPKD
PURPOSE: Generate or edit a PKD display file for storage on
disk. This file can obtain up to 256 ASCII characters
of data.
METHOD: Load file name and state if it is stored on disk.
Specify word start address desired on PKD display.
Load display data through TTY keyboard and display
on PDK. When data input is complete, type a start
address equal to 60. When the request for number of
characters is typed, type 255. At this point, the
data will be displayed on the command keyboard
display.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: If file is stated to exist on disk and it is not found,
the monitor will type IOPS 13 (file not found) on the
TTY.
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARCS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKOUT - Initialize output handler
PKPOUT - Page output to PKD display
PKCC - Cursor control command routine
PKSOUT - String output to PKD display
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: See User' s Guide (Section A. 2).
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NAME: GEN339
PURPOSE: Generate relocatable display subpictures for
DEC-339 display.-
METHOD: FORTRAN-coded 339 commands are used to define
up to 3 displays which will be stored on tape for
later use. Display data are defined in data statements.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PRAMTR - Set display parameters
LINE - Draw a line
TEXT - Display test string
DINIT - Initialize displays
SETPT - Locate beam on display surface
PLOT - Display subpicture or main picture
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: See preamble of program listing.
NAME: GENFIL
PURPOSE: Generate linking logic (execution table) for an inter-
active program step. The resulting file will contain:
(1) PKD display file name; (2) new file directories
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associated with each command key; and (3) the
program status for all commands.
METHOD: Read all data from TTY and transfer them to disk
when complete.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
NOTES: Output data format:
A. Display file name (A5)
B. File directories (16A5)
C. Software status (1611)
EXAMPLE: See User's Guide
NAME: CHKPK
PURPOSE: Display requested display file on PKD.
METHOD: A. Read display name from TTY.
B. Read file on disc.
C. Display file on PKD.
CALL: None
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RESTRICTIONS: IOPS error 13 results if requested file is not found
on disk.
INPUT AR-GS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKOUT - Initialize output handler
PKPOUT - Page output to PKD handler
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: --.--- --- .None
NAME: CHK339
PURPOSE: To display relocatable subpictures stored on disk.
METHOD: Subpictures that were defined in GEN339 utilizing
DEC-supplied display commands and stored on disk
are read back as data and replotted.
CALL:
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OU TPU T ARGS: None
COMMON: None
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SUBROUTINES USED: PRAMTR - Set display parameters
(set scale, beam intensity, etc...)
LINE - Draw a line or move beam
NAME: CHKOUT
PURPOSE: Checkout driving and response routines for PKD.
METHOD: All the cursor control commands are displayed on
the command keyboard display and are executed when
the corresponding key is pressed. Special function
keys are used to turn on or off the LED's above the
corresponding keys. Numeric key depressions
generate a character at the present cursor position.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKOUT - Initialize output handler
PKPOUT - Page output to PKD display
PKIN - Response routine for PKD
EROUTZ - Error message routine
PKCL - Cursor control command routine
PKSOUT - String output to PKD display
PKMSL - Special function key light command
PKCOUT-- Character output routine
NOTES: After CHKOUT is loaded, all keyboards are active
and will respond as stated under METHOD.
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TEXT - Display text string
DINIT - Initialize display
SETPT - Locate beam on display surface
PLOT - Display subpicture or main picture
REPLOT - Change and display modified subpicture
EXAMPLE: None
NAME: WRTPKD
PURPOSE: Type on TTY the contents of the specified PKD dis-
play file that is stored on disk.
METHOD: Type file name at TTY. Read file from disk and
type results on TTY console in the same format as
the PKD display (32 characters per line).
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: None
NOTES: None
EXAMPLE: None
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A. 2 USER'S GUIDE
The objective of this User's Guide is to enable a programmer to understand
and use the software developed during this study.
The control commands described in this section of the report are input
commands for a TTY console connected to a PDP-9. The following short-
hand notation will be used to describe special keyboard commands:
(R) for RETURN, (AM) for ALT MODE, and ~ for space.
A. 2. 1 Generating Displays
Displays for the programmable command keyboard are generated with the
off-line utility routine, GENPKD. This routine enables one to edit an old or
generate a new display file of up to Z55 characters. A full 64-character
data set is available in a 7-bit ASCII format. Five of these characters are
packed in each word pair on the PDP-9, thereby requiring an array of
52 word pairs per display.
The first step in generating a display is to lay it out on a PKD page genera-
tion worksheet as shown in Figure A-i. The last character position on the
bottom line is reserved for the cursor in full-page displays and is not
addressed by routine GENPKD. The first word of the display data array is
reserved as a header which is generated in routine PKPOUT.
Routine GENPKD can now be used to define the display data. This is done
as follows:
A. Load the DEC monitor following standard operating procedures.
When loaded, the message "KM59-15 VSA" is typed on the teletype
followed by a "$" on the next line.
B. If the display files are not to be stored on the same disk at the
source programs, the selected disk is identified by typing the
following command after the $.
SA - DK# 1 (R)
Where: # = logical disk number (i. e. , 2, 3, or 4)
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FILE NAME (A5) = CR146
LINE 1 -2*- L-5 -53-1--- --- 4.L -4-5 L._L4.1_.- - - J7-18 L-
I 12 I -I -I-
S "LINE .I - I I I -113 I I 141 1
LINE 2 -!- -- --- - -- -- --I - --
LINE_3 I , I I
L T -1I ' i3 _ L - 1241 _ _I _ L .
• " I I I 127
S -- i I T I Iv I 2 -
LINE - I - -i- -L -4 _ _ I i -- - - --i
LINE LJ- -- . 1- 4-'- - - .L L . L .-
*THESE NUMBERS (2, 3. .... 52) ARE INDEXES OF THE STARTING POINTS WHICHLINE PAGEGENERATION ROGR M CA PROVIDE. TO START AT A POINT ON ALINENOT
UNDER AN INDEX NUMBER,YOU MUST ACTUALLY START UNDER THE PREVIOUS INDEX,
PROVIDING CHARACTERS AS APPROPRIATE
Figure A-1. PKD Page Generation Worksheet
C. If a disk assignment was made as above, another "$" will be typed
by the computer. The system loader is nowread into core by
typing the following command after the $.
$GLOAD (R)
D. After the computer responds by typing a ">, " the display genera-
ting program is loaded by typing:
> - GENPKD, PDS (AM)
E. When GENPKD is loaded, the following message is typed:
FILE NAME IS = (A5)
The file name specified on the page generation worksheet is now
typed, followed by pressing the carriage return. This file name
can be up to five alphanumeric characters long, although the first
character must be alpha.
F. The system responds to this input with the following message:
IF DISPLAY IS STORED ON DISK, TYPE 1,
IF NOT, TYPE 0.
Type "1" for an existing file or "0" to generate a new display file
and then press the carriage return.
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G. The computer will then request the start position in the display
array by typing the following message:
LOAD ASCII DATA
LINE START SUBSCRIPT =
If this display is new, type in the first addressed location on the
PKD page generation worksheet defined in Figure A-1; however, if
an old display file is being edited, it is only necessary to type in
the address of the word to be modified. It should be noted that all
edited input data start at a word boundary corresponding to the
subscript that is typed. However, when the first desired location
is not on a word boundary, characters must be filled in starting
with the previous word boundary. After the subscript is typed,
press carriage return.
H. A position reference string is then typed by the computer identify-
ing each of the 30-character input positions followed by the TTY
executing a carriage return. If a subscript value of 10 had been
typed, the TTY would have responded with:
10 --- 11 --- 12 --- 13 --- 14 --- (R)
I. The display data are then typed under the corresponding character
position in the string. After the 30 positions have been loaded, the
carriage return is pressed.
J. The computer then responds with the same message as step G and
the three previous instructions are repeated until all the display
has been defined. The user leaves this loop by typing a subscript
value of 60, followed by a carriage return.
K. The computer will then ask for the number of characters in the
display. Type 255 for a full page or the number of characters for
string data. Follow this input with a carriage return.
L. The computer will now display the data on the PKD and the follow-
ing message will be typed:
TYPE 1 TO LOAD DISK OR 2 TO CHANGE DISPLAY
After typing in the desired value, press carriage return.
M. If 1 was typed in the prior step, the message in step 5 is typed,
indicating the display is defined and stored in the disk. The compu-
ter is now ready to accept a new file name. Proceed as described in
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steps 5 through 12. If, however, a 0 was typed in step 12, a return
to step 7 is executed and a request will be made for the subscript of
the line to be corrected.
A. 2. 2 Generating Execution Tables
The execution table is the media for linking displays and defining the software
status of programmable command keyboard keys. These tables are gener-
ated by routine GENFIL. In its present form, these data are confined to
actions on the programmable command keyboard. The execution table, as
shown below, is 33 words long.
Present PKD Display 1 word
File name
Execution table file
names for all active keys
Software status of 16 words
all keys
Execution table data should be laid out on a data sheet, as shown in Figure A-2.
Routine GENFIL can now be used to define the execution tables. This is done
as follows:
A. Load the DEC monitor per standard operating procedures. When
loaded, the message "KMS9-15 VSA" is typed on the teletype followed
by a "$" on the next line.
B. If the display files are not to be stored on the same disk as the
source programs, the selected disk is identified by typing the following
command after the "$":
$A, ,DK#l, l(R)
Where: # = logical disk number (i. e., ... 2, 3, or 4)
C. If a disk assignment was made as above, another "$" will be typed
by the computer. The system loader now is read into core by
typing the following command after the "$":
$GLOAD (R)
D. After the computer responds by typing a ">" the display generating
program is loaded by typing:
> --- GENFIL (AM)
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CR146
FILE NAME =
A. DISPLAY FILE NAME =
B. FILE DIRECTORY CMD/KEY
KEY NO. DIRECTORY NAME KEY NO. DIRECTORY NAME
1 9
2 10
3 11
4 12
5 13
6 14
7 15
8 16
C. SOFTWARE STATUS
0 - UNLABELED KEY (DEFAULT)
1 - ACTIVITY NOT PROGRAMMED
2 - KEY VALID
KEY NO. STATUS KEY NO. STATUS
1 9
2 10
3 11
4 12
5 13
6 14
7 15
8 16
Figure A-2. Genfil Code Sheet
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E. When GENFIL is loaded the following message is typed:
PROGRAM: GENFIL
FILE NAME IS = (A5)
The file name specified on the GENFIL code sheet is now typed,
followed by pressing the carriage return. This file name can be
up to five alphanumeric characters long, although. the first character
must be alpha.
F. The computer then requests the name of the display file that is
active when this execution table is used by typing:
PKD DISPLAY FILE = (A5)
The five alphanumeric characters representing this file name
(Item A - Figure A3) are typed, followed by pressing the carriage
return.
G. The computer responds by requesting the execution file names of
all "active'!programmable command keys. To do this the com-
puter first asks:
FILE DIRECTORY CMD/KEY
CMD-KEY NO. = (R)
It is only necessary to load the "active" key numbers. If no keys
are active or all the keys have been identified, type 17 (R). Active
keys will cause the computer to ask for the file names by typing
the following message:
FILE NAME =
Load this information and press the RETURN key. A request will
be made for a new command key as above, and the cycle repeats
until a value of 17 is loaded.
H. A request will now be made by the computer to define the software
status of the keys. A message appears as follows:
SOFTWARD STATUS
0 = UNLABELED KEY
1 = CMD. NOT PROGRAMMED
2 = CMD. GOOD
CMD-KEY NO. =
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It is only necessary to identify those keys which are labeled in the
display that this execution table supports as the default condition is
zero. Type in the key number, followed by a carriage return. The
computer will now request the software status by typing the
following message:
SOFTWARE STATUS =
Type in the value followed by a carriage return. A new request will
then be made by the computer for another command key value.
Repeat this cycle until all keys have been identified, at which time
a value of 17 is typed, followed by a carriage return.
I. The computer types the following message to indicate that the
execution table is complete:
FILE IS COMPLETE
PROGRAM" GENFILr
FILE NAME = (AS)
If the user wishes to define a new execution table for another display,
he may do so at this time; otherwise, he can terminate the program
by pressing CTRL P.
A. 2. 3 The Application Executive
The operation of the LM/CSM rendezvous application executive, MAIN, is
depicted in Figure A-3. It should be noted that it is the user' s responsibility
to poll the input handler for PKD responses. This is accomplished by
calling routine PKIN. This routine will tell the user if there'was a valid
input command from the PKD and if so, it will decode it. Either invalid
input or no input results in continued polling.
Valid data are tested to determine which keyboard generated the interrupt.
If it was a special function key, the routine MODKEY is called with the key
number defined in the argument. This routine performs the programmed
function and returns to the polling routine.
Numeric keyboard input is only valid when routine NUMIN is called. This
routine takes care of blinking the cursor at a predefined location on the
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CR19-11
CR146
START
INITIALIZE
SOFTWARE
READ DISPLAY
DATA AND
EXECUTION
TABLE
DISPLAY
DATA
ON PKD
READ CALL
PKD NUMERIC KEY
RESPONSE ROUTINE
YES
YES I NO
CALL
Is ENO ERROR
INPUT ROUTINE
VALID
NUMERIC
YES KEYBOARD
PROGRAMMABLE PROCESS CALL SPECIAL
COMMAND INPUT FUNCTION
KEYBOARD KEY ROUTINE
CALL is YES DIEP D
NO
IS
CALL YES DISPLAY NO A
KEY BLANKING "CHECKOFF
ROUTINE LIT"
Figure A-3 (Page 1 of 2). Application Executive Flow Chart
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CR1461
READ DISPLAY
DATA AND
EXECUTION
TABLE
DISPLAY
DATA
ON PKD
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DISPLAY
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FOR DISK
PROCESS DATA
FOR DISPLAY
AND DATA BASE
DISPLAY
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Figure A-3 (Page 2 of 2). Application Executive Flow Chart
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programmable command keyboard and displaying characters as they are
loaded. The ASCII input characters are also packed into word pairs, left-
justified. Numeric key input at any other time will result in NUMKEY being
called, which is equivalent to calling an error routine. --The next revision of
the application software will combine NUMIN and NUMKEY with a flag to
test when the numeric keyboard is active.
Programmable command keyboard input generally will result in changing
the present display. Some displays require updating and displaying data
base parameters. The required in-line code for updating these displays is
partitioned into core overlays, A table exists in the resident program
MAIN, defining the file names of all the displays requiring core overlay
support code. When a programmable command keyboard input is received
from the PKD, it is tested to see if the new display requires an overlay to
be loaded. If the display file name matches any of those in the list, the
required overlay is called. Since a single overlay might support three or
four displays, it is necessary to perform a test at the beginning of the
overlay to determine which display support code to branch to.
A. 2. 4 Running the Program on the PDP-9
The "Chain and Execute" utility routines are used for the LM/CSM
rendezvous application. The resident code during execution would include the
following routines: MAIN, EROUT1, EROUT2, NUMIN, NUMKEY,
MODKEY, GETPKD, PDS, BLINKY, KFPA, KAFP, and TIMCON. The
rendezvous calculations are performed in the second overlay by RENCAL,
with the results transferred to the first via unlabeled COMMON. All of
these routines are stored on Logical Disk 1. Display data and execution
tables are stored on Logical Disk 3.
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Appendix B
PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY
The programmable keyboard and display (PKD) was developed by McDonnell
Douglas to implement the man-machine interface required in this study. The
PKD is a compact, portable command, control, and display terminal employ-
ing state-of-the-art hardware. It provides sufficient display and control
to support complex communications between operator and computer. A
photograph of the PKD is shown in Figure B-1. The PKD is designed for
direct connection to a computer, and for remote operation when an acoustic
coupler and voice grade telephone lines are used for the computer link
(see Figure B-2).
The PKD is adaptable to command and control systems for spacecraft,
aircraft, ground checkout and launch, and defense systems, as well as mass
transportation systems and communications networks. The ability to vary
the display from the computer and to receive an operator' s reply in the form
of a "touch" input makes the unit flexible and easy to use.
The salient features of the PKD are a 256-character alphanumeric display
(8-row, 32-column matrix), a numeric keyboard, and 12 special-function
switches. In addition, the display panel includes a transparent overlay of
conductors to form a 4 x 4 matrix of touch switches, each switch area
containing two rows of eight characters (see Figure B-3). The display
and controls of the PKD allow for all the major functions of a CRT terminal
except graphics, although the PKD could be used as a controller for graphics
displays. The PKD block diagram appears Figure B-4.
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CW T 
Figure B-1. Programmable Command Keyboard
-E - r- I",- -V -L -A H LA a ggag
CR146
ACOUSTIC
COUPLER
DIRECT CONNECTION ACOUSTIC
EIA LEVEL
CONTROL
CONTROL
LOGIC
I/O INTERFACE
AND
CONTROL
STORAGE .,N 1/O
DEVICES CHANNEL
COMPUTER
Figure B-2. PKD/Computer Data Transmission
COLUMN: CR146
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 15 16 23 24 31
ROW:
0
3
4
6 A B C D E F G H
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
TOUCH SWITCH/
BOUNDARIES
Figure B-3. Transparent Overlay of Conductors
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NUMERIC
DISPLAY KEYBOARD TEST CONTROL
PANEL 0 THROUGH 9. SWITCHES AND
MINUS SIGN, INDICATORS
_ AND PERIOD
DISPLAY
SWITCHES
BURROUGHS SELF-
SCAN DISPLAY SUB- MODE SL
SYSTEM (DSS) MODE SWITCH INPUT
CONTROL SCANNER TRANSMIT
SWITCHES LOGIC LOGIC
I EIA INTERFACEDR IVE
COI 
RIVER/
DISPLAY I MODE MODE CONTROL RECEIVER
LOGIC CONTROL LIGHT RLIGHTS LOGIC RECEIVE
LOGIC
DISPLAY
DATAS LOGIC
L O I C O M M A N D
DECODE AND
CURSOR CONTROL, LOGIC
ADDRESS
LOGIC
I _ _ _ _I
+5 VDC CURSOR
CONTROL
-5 VDC LOGIC ..LOGIC
+12 VDC
POWER a
SUPPLY -12 VDC J
+30 VDC
-250 VDC
Figure B-4. Block Diagram-Portable Keyboard and Display Unit (PKD)
The 256-character display is a Burroughs SELF-SCAN panel display. The
display consists of a matrix of gas-filled cells spaced at 0. 040-inch centers.
The character format is a 5 x 7 dot matrix. The panel provides a character
size of 0. 18-inch wide by 0. 28-inch high. The displayed chara c ters are
retained in a 6 x 256 memory array for self-refresh. The flat panel
accommodates a 100-degree viewing angle (minimum).
The touch switch overlay added by McDonnell Douglas enhances the human
interface through reliance on the natural coordinated motion of the hand and
eye. By means of appropriate software, the switch areas can be filled with
commands, path descriptions, or program controls whose selection will be
recognizable internally, thereby controlling the computer system activity.
The PKD also has built-in self-test capability. Without the aid of a computer,
a self-test mode can be established-with contro-l switches. -In- self-tes-t,- the
inputs from the operator are transmitted through the PKD output circuits
and then looped back through the input. An internal 10-kHz clock provides
timing. The input word is transmitted through the receiver circuit to either
the display panel or the panel indicator lights as determined by the code
received. The self-test capability is complete in that all receivable
information can be generated by the operator, and all output words from the
PKD can be verified for accuracy on the face of the unit.
The eight bit words received by the PKD are of four types:
A. Display data - Modified six-bit ASCII code (see Figure B-5)
representing the character to be displayed at the current
cursor location.
B. Special function light commands - Turn on/turn off command to
the selected light.
C. Cursor position command - Position cursor at indicated row
(one of eight) and indicated column (one of 32).
D. Cursor control command - Twelve commands for cursor spacing,
relocating, and turn on/off.
Input/output data specifications appear in Figure B-6.
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DATA BITS CHARACTER DATA BITS CHARACTER
8 7654 32 1 8 765432 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 (SPACE)
01000001 A 00100001
0 10000 10 B 00 1000 10
01000011 C 00100011 #
01000100 0 00100100 $
01000101 E 00100101 %
0 100 0 1 10 F 00 10 0 1 10 &
01000111 G 00100111
01001000 H 00101000 (
01001001 I 00101001 )
01001010 J 00101010
01001011 K 001 01011 +
01001100 L 001 01100
0 100 110 1 M 00 10 1101
0 1 00 1 1 1 0 N 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
01001111 O 00101111 /
0 1010000 P 00 1 10000 0
0 101000 1 0 001 10001 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 R 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2
01010011 S 001 10011 3
0 1010 10 0 T 0 0 1 10 10 0 4
01010101 U 00110101 5
0 1 0 1 0 11 1 0 V 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 6
01010111 W 001 10111 7
01011000 X 00111000 8
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 Y 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 9
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 Z 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
01011011 00111011
01011100 - 001 11100 <
01011101 I 00111101
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 >
0101 111 ) 00111111 ?
Figure B-5. Modified ASCII Codes
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1. INPUT/OUTPUT DATA DEFINITION
A. ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH EIA RS-232-C
B. DATA RATE
1. DATA PHONE MODE
HALF DUPLEX WITH APPROPRIATE CONTROL SIGNALS
1,200 BAUD TRANSMIT OR RECEIVE
5 BAUD SUPERVISORY REVERSE CHANNEL
2. DIRECT MODE
FULL DUPLEX. NO CONTROL SIGNALS
10K BAUD RECEIVE
. 1,200.BAUDTRANSMIT
C. DATA FORMAT
1 START BIT
8 DATA BITS (NO PARITY BIT)
1 STOP BIT
1 2 3 4 5 6 j7 8 9 10
(-) "1"MARK - - -_
(+) "(' SPACE
START DATA DATA STOP
BIT BIT BIT BIT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ONE CHARACTER
Figure B-6. Portable Keyboard and Display Unit (Page 1 of 2)
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DISPLAY SWITCHES
D. DATA CODE O 1 2 3
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15
2. OUTPUT FROM #KD
DATA BITS
8 7 I 6 5 4 3 2 1 FUNCTION SPARE
0 0 0 0 S S S S DISPLAY SWITCHES 0-15
0 0 0 1 M M M M MODE CONTROL SWITCHES 0-11 12-15
0 0 1 0 K K K K KEYBOARD 0 THROUGH 9, MINUS 12-15
SIGN, AND PERIOD
1 X X X X X X X RESERVED FOR ASC11 KEYBOARD
3. INPUT TO PKD
DATA BITS
8 7 6 5 1 4 3 2 1 FUNCTION
0 0 0 0 M M M M MODE CONTROL LIGHTS OFF 0-11
0 0 0 1 M M M M MODE CONTROL LIGHTS ON 0-11
0 0 1 D D D D D DISPLAY DATA
1 I MODIFIED ASC11 (SEE FIGURE B-5)
O 1 0 D ID D D D ACCEPTS BITS 1-6 ONLY
0 1 1 0 iC R R Ri 0 CURSOR ADDRESS LEAST SIGNIFICANT COLUMN BIT + ROW
0 1 1 1 C C C C CURSOR ADDRESS 4 MOSTSIGNIFICANTCOLUMN BITS
1 0 0 0 I C C C C CURSOR CONTROL
0 CLEAR
1 HOME
2 VISUAL CURSOR ON
3 VISUAL CURSOR OFF
4 CURSOR BLINK ON
5 CURSOR BLINK OFF
6 CARRIAGE RETURN LINE FEED
7 (SPARE)
8 CURSOR RIGHT
9 CURSOR LEFT
10 CURSOR UP
11 CURSOR DOWN
Figure B-6. Portable Keyboard and Display Unit (Page 2 of 2)
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Appendix C
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND USER'S GUIDE
PART III, PHASE A
Section C. 1 describes the software routines developed during the crew/
computer experiment control study. This section contains the standardized
program description sheet developed in Appendix A. Section C. 2 describes
how these routines are used in the experiment control application.
C. 1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
The programs described in this section were developed for Part III, Phase A.
All- previously-developed programs--appear in Appendix-A. -See-Section A. 1 for
programs listed under "Subroutines Used."
The programs which follow are in two categories, application software and
off-line utility software, as defined in Section A. 1. Programs KOPE, FILNM,
and LENK are the application programs added for the experiment. KOPE is a
general-purpose routine for execution control of any application and as such
is application-independent. FILNM is a support routine for KOPE and is also
application-independent. The LENK routine is exclusively an experiment
control routine. The utility program, FGEN, creates display files for the
KOPE program so it too is application-independent. The PKD keyboard input
routine, KYBIN, is an updated version of the NUMIN routine described in
Section A. 1 and is essentially a replacement for that routine.
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NAME: KOPE
PURPOSE: Controls execution of application display commands
and subroutines. This program is designed to
respond to the display data, as defined in the User's
Guide FGEN section.
METHOD: Initializes the PKD for transmission and sets local
variables to initial values. The program then enters
a loop in which the current frame is displayed, after
which operator inputs are requested. The response
to an input is determined by both the type and value
of the PKD input and the values in the display com-
mand and pointer tables.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARGS: None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: OLCOM, FRAME
SUBROUTINES USED: KYBIN
FILNM
PKOUT
PKSOUT
PKIN
PKCC
PKCL
KFPA
MOVSTR
LENK
NOTES: See User's Guide
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NAME: FILNM
PURPOSE: Creates a PDP-9 ASCII binary file name from an
integer identifier.
METHOD: The integer number input is converted to a multiple
of 10. The second, third, fourth, and fifth charac-
ters in the name are the ASCII equivalents of the
integer (with the fifth character always zero). The
characters are inserted in the file name from right
to left and the first character set to "F. " The file
type "BIN" is appended to complete the name.
CALL: CALL FILNM (INTEG, ASCII)
RESTRICTIONS: I 0
INPUT ARGS: INTEG - integer file number
ASCII - real variable or double word
OUTPUT ARGS: ASCII - double word containing file name
in PDP-9 format
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: MOVSTR - character string mover
NOTES: None
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NAME: LENK
PURPOSE: Performs the special functions of experiment control
which are beyond the scope of the executive.
METHOD: Branches or program pointers passed from KOPE.
Uses local array SW to check for previous activity
on a frame. Adjusts values in common to indicate
next action of executive after return.
CALL: CALL LENK (IARGI, IARG2)
RESTRICTIONS: None
INPUT ARG.: IARGI - value of second entry in program pointer
array
IAR 02 - value of third entry in program pointer
array
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: OLCOM, FRAME (same as KOPE)
SUBROUTINES USED: None
NOTES: None
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NAME: FGEN
PURPOSE: Generates or permits editing of PKD display files
on disk.
METHOD: Uses PKD input and teletype input to establish con-
tents of the display and display pointers. Displays a
control frame to permit input of existing or new
frame. Accepts commands from the PKD touch
switches and mode control switches. Display data
are entered from the teletype.
CALL: None
RESTRICTIONS: - -PKP must be on-line.
INPUT ARGS: . None
OUTPUT ARGS: None
COMMON: None
SUBROUTINES USED: PKOUT
PKSOUT
PKCC
PKIN
KFPA
MOVSTR
NOTES: See User's Guide
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NAME: KYBIN
PURPOSE: To read in a number from the PKD keyboard, dis-
playing and editing as required, and then return the
character string and floating point number after the
enter mode switch is received.
CALL: KYBIN (IR, IC, NC, FPN, ASC, TYPE, VAL)
INPUT ARGS: IR - Display row starting position for input.
IC - Display column starting position for input.
NC - Maximum number of characters to be input,
including sign (mandatory) and decimal point
characters. NC must be 2 or more and
no larger than 10.
OUTPUT ARGS: FPN - Floating point value of ASCII string or 0.0
otherwise.
ASCII character string received from PKD
Keyboard. Five or 10 characters are
returned depending on NC. Trailing blanks
are added if NC is not a multiple of 5.
TYPE - Set to 0 for normal termination of input
(by ENTER switch). Otherwise, equals
last type input by PKIN.
VAL - Equals last value received from PKIN.
RESTRICTIONS: A. ASC must be two double words long if NC is
more than 5, one double word otherwise.
B. 0 5 IR 5 7 C. 0 5IC 5 31 D. 2 5 NC 5 10
METHOD: The input parameters are checked for legal values.
Program parameters are initialized. ASC is blanked.
The cursor is positioned for input. The first charac-
ter is reserved for the sign. A loop is entered for
taking PKD inputs. Exit from the loop is by mode 1
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input or legal mode Z input. During input, mode 2
switches CLEAR, ENTER, and BACKSPACE
are enabled to perform their respective functiohs.
C. 2 USER'S GUIDE
This User's Guide was prepared to help a programmer understand and use the
software developed in this study.
The control commands described in this section of the report are input com-
mands for a teletype console connected to a PDP-9. The following shorthand
notation will be used to describe special keyboard commands: (CR) for
RETURN, (AM) for ALT MODE, and /_/ for SPACE.
C. 2. 1 Generating Frames
Displays for -the -PK-D are generated with-the off -line utility routine, FGEN.
This routine enables one to edit or generate a new display frame of up to
255 characters and to assign values to its supporting tables.
The first step in generating a frame is to lay it out on a PKD application
definition worksheet, as shown in Figure C-i. The first word of the display
array is reserved as a header which is generated in the WRITE routine.
Routine FGEN can now be used to define the display data. This is done as
follows:
A. Load the PDP-9 monitor according to standard operating
procedures. When loaded, the message "KM59-15 V5A" is
typed on the teletype, followed by a "$" on the next line.
B. Assign the disks by typing the following command after the $.
A/ _/DKA3/ _/3/DKAI/ /1, -4 (CR)
C. Another $ will be typed by the computer. The execute package is
read into core by typing the following command after the $.
E/ /GEN/ _/ (CR)
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FRAME NUMBER (15)
DISPLAY DATA
1 II I I ILIII I I L L LL I [IIL
2
CO3MAND POINTERS (14) FUNCTION POINTERS (14)1 2 1 3- 4 II 1 2 3 4MON UP CAT II
5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8
MAN PRO STOP EMER
9 10 11 12 9 10
SCRATCH (F10.3)
13 14 15 16 1 FRAME6 C F
17 18 19 20 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
PROGRAM (314)
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
99 10 11 12 9 10
13 14 15 16
Figure C-1. PKD Application Definition Worksheet
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D. The computer responds by typing:
"EXECUTE V4A" on the teletype
and displays frame generation tasks on the PKD-. (See- Figure C.-2. )
E. To build a frame press "FETCH =" on the PKD, enter frame num-
ber from the numeric keyboard. If it is a new frame, a frame not
programmed, the message "function not programmed" is displayed
on the PKD.
F. Press "FRAME =" on PKD. Enter frame number from numeric
keyboard.
G. The frame data are divided into five programmable sections: dis-
-play; command pointers, function pointers, scratch, and program
(see Figure C-1). To program the display table, press "DISPLAY"
on the PKD. To enter data for odd-numbered lines, press the left-
most sector of the line. To enter data for even-numbered lines,
press the right-most sector of the line. After pressing the sector,
the teletype is enabled for data entry. Enter characters from tele-
type. When the entry is complete, press (CR) on teletype. The text
will be displayed on the PKD as well as being entered in the display
table. To enter text for lines 9 and 10, press "PROCEED." The
PKD display is cleared. Line 9 will be prograrimed on line 1 of the
PKD and line 10 will be programmed on line 2 of the PKD. When
lines 9 and 10 are complete, press "PROCEED" to return to task
selection.
H. To program the command pointer table, press " COMMAND" on the
PKD. Contents of the table are displayed on the PKD. To enter a
number into a pointer location, press the "DATA" function key
which enables the numeric keyboard. Enter a number. The number
is entered into a command pointer location by pressing the sector
on the PKD which corresponds to the pointer location. To program
command pointers 17 through 20, press "PROCEED." The PKD
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F IETC H II IFR MIEIII E ILL
C L IE A P R IN T D E IE I F IIII E
IE IILL ]IIILIIIL III L IIIII E
D IIAIRI NI I IL L I I I L 
C OII M AND F U NCTIO N S CIRATCH P R O G R A M
IW IJ ZL Z I LI I I IZIZJW III III
Figure C-2. FGEN Task Display
display will be cleared. Sectors 1 through 4 on the PKD correspond
to command pointer locations 17 through 20, When data entry is
complete, press "PROCEED" to return to task selection.
I. To program function pointers, press "FUNCTION" on the PKD.
Function pointers I through 10 are displayed on the PKD. Press
the "DATA" function key to enable the numeric keyboard. Enter
number from numeric keyboard. To enter a number into a function
pointer location, press the sector on the PKD which corresponds
to that location, Press "PROCEED" to return the task selection.
J. To program the scratch table, press "SCRATCH" on the PKD dis-
play. Scratch locations 1 through 16 are displayed on the PKD.
Press the "DATA" function key to enable the numeric keyboard.
Enter the number from the numeric keyboard. PKD sectors 1
through 16 correspond to scratch locations 1 through 16. Press
the desired sector to enter the number into the scratch table.
Press "PROCEED" to return to task selection.
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K. To enter data into the program table, press "PROGRAM" on the
PKD display. Program locations 1 through 16 will be displayed on
the PKD. Press the "DATA" function key to enable the numeric
keyboard. Enter-three numbers- from the numeric--keyboard-..- The.
numbers correspond to the three parts of the PKD program instruc-
tion word; INSTR, IARG1, and IARG2. To enter the numbers into
the program table, press the sector on the PKD which corresponds
to the desired program table location. Press "PROCEED" to return
to task selections.
L. To write a new or edited PKD frame, press "FILE" on the PKD
display.
M. To obtain a hard copy of the current frame in the core, press
"PRINT" on the PKD display. To obtain a hard copy of all the
PKD frames, press "PRINT ALL" on the PKD display.
N. To edit an existing frame, perform steps A through K with the
exception of step F.
C. 2. 2 The PKD Application Executive (KOPE)
The operation of the PKD executive is indicated in Figure C-3. Upon program
initiation, PKD frame 1 is read into the core. The instruction contained in
program table location 1 is executed. Successive program instructions,
shown in Table C-1, are executed until an instruction with an operation
code of 16 is encountered. Control is then passed to the PKD input handler,
PKIN, which polls the PKD until a valid input is received.
Valid data are tested to determine which of the PKD switches generated the
interrupt. The switch generating the interrupt points to its respective table
and the number returned from PKIN points to a location in the table. If the
contents of the table location are negative, its absolute value points to a
program table location which contains the next PKD instruction to be exec-
uted. Execution of PKD instruction 16 will return control to PKIN. If the
contents of the calling function' s location are greater then zero, the frame
corresponding to the number contained in the table location is moved into the
core. The instruction contained in program location 1 is executed. If the
contents of the instruction executed are 000, control returns to PKIN;
otherwise, the next instruction is executed.
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CR19- I
START
INITIALIZE
SOFTWARE
READ
SETPROGRAM FRAME
READ
PKD
RESPONSE
NO THERE NEW
INPUT
YES
NO ISINPUT VALID
YES
READ NO INPUT
FRAME NEGATIVE
YES 
A
SETPROGRAM PROCESS
COUNTER TO 1 INSTRUCTION
Figure C-3 (Page 1 of 2). PKD Executive Flow Chart
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ENTER
PROGRAM
CONTROL
Is TAKE ABSOLUTETAKE ABSOLUTE YES IARG1 VALUE OF
VALUE OF NEGATIVE IARG
IARG1 IARG2
NO
IS
IARG2 YES
IARG1 = SCR(IARG1) NEGATIVE IARG2 = SCR(IARG2)
NO
IS
NO INSTR
E O
YES
IS
INSTR YES DISPLAY
E016 FRAME
NO
EXECUTE NO IARG
INSTRUCTION E O
YES
INCREMENT PROGRAM
PROGRAM COUNTER = 0
COUNTER
EXIT
B PROGRAM CCONTROL
Figure C-3 (Page 2 of 2). PKD Executive Flow Chart
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Table C-1
EXECUTION CONTROL PROGRAM OPERATIONS
Program Array (314)
Operator P(N, 1)=CODE P(N, 2)=ARGI P(N, 3)=ARG2 Description
DISPLAY 0 N Output display, wait for PKD
input if N=0; else, continue
to next program element
REPLACE LINE 1 NI N2 Line(N2)-Line(Nl)
REPLACE SECTOR 2 Nl N2 Sector(N2)-Sector(N1l)
Command(N2)-Comrnand(N1)
REPLACE COMMAND 3 N1 I I-Command(N1)
REPLACE FUNCTION 4 N1 I I-Function(N1)
KEYBOARD INPUT 5 (Row) (Colurijmn) Cursor moved Lo iniicared
row and column. Number
input-SCR( 1)*
ADD 6 N1 N2 SCR(N2)+SCR(N1)-SCR(N2)
SUBTRACT 7 N1 Ni SCR(N2)-SCR(N1)-SCR(N2)
MULTIPLY 8 NI NI SCR(N2)*SCR(N l)-S;CR(N2)
DIVIDE 9 N1 N1 SCR(N2)/SCR(N1)-SCR(N2)
MOVE 10 Nl N2 SCR(N2)-SCR(N )
DISPLAY REAL 11 (Row) (Column) (SCR(1)) displayed at indi-
cated row and column
FRAME 12 N1 N2 Get Display N1, if not in
file skip instruction. If
N2 0, save current display
number as N2
CODE 13 ARG1 ARG2 Link to application programs
arguments as required
GO TO 14 N1 Execute instruction at
Location N1
GENERATE REAL 15 (Row) (Column) (SCR(1)) moved to display at
indicated row and column
END 16
*SCR=Scratch (F10.3)
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A negative IARG1 or IARGZ contained in a PKD instruction results in the
argument being replaced by SCR(IARG1 or IARG2) at execution.
The first three locations of the scratch table are utilized by the executive.
SCR(1) contains the floating point number from the last KYBIN call. SCR(2)
contains the current PKD frame in core. SCR(3) contains the number of the
last sector called.
Program table location 1 is reserved for the instruction executed after
reading a new frame into the core.
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Appendix D
EXPERIMENT SCENARIO
The following section provides a capsule explanation of the relationship
between the frames when.they are grouped into activity phases. Section D. 2
contains all of the PKD display frames defined during the analysis of the
control functions required by the Crop Resource Experiment, S192.
D. 1 EXPLANATORY NOTES
Starting with the top-level crop resources experiment control frame (104),
block diagrams illustrating the sequence of displays for each experiment
activity are presented in Figures D- 1 thr-dugh D-8. The activities-correspond
to the second-level block titles of Figure D-1. Whenever an activity is com-
plated or terminated, the program returns to Frame 104 to permit selection
of the next task. Frames in Section D. 2 prior to 104 are included as typical
displays required to select Experiment S192.
The following sections discuss the experimenter's role in the performance
of each activity outlined in Figures D-2 through D-8.
D. 1. 1 Experiment Planning (Figure D-2)
105 - Planning
Select planning interest
106 - Status
For a given experiment number, a CRT display of overall
status is called up for review or analysis
108 - Schedule
For a given experiment number, a CRT display of the current
schedule is called up for review or analysis
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104
SELECT
EXPERIMENT
PHASE
105 121 125 141 146 151 180
EXPERIMENT POWER BEGIN RUN TERMINATE DATA CHECKOUTPERIMENT WOPERATIONS EXPERIMENT TERMINNALYSIS
FiPLANNING uP (STARTUP)
Figure D-1. Sequence of Displays
105 CR19-II
PLANNING
SELECT PLANNING
INTEREST-
106 108 111
STATUSSELECT SCHEDULE UPDATE
EXPERIMENT; CRT SELECT EXPERIMENT - SELECT EXPERIMENT
DISPLAY OF STATUS CRT DISPLAY OF AND PROCEEDSCHEDULE
112 113
CURRENT PLAN
CURRENT PLANS INCOMPLETE EXPERI-
COMPLETEINCOMPLETE EXPERI-
COMPLETE EXPERIMENT; MENT. EXAMPLE -
EXAMPLE - ABORT, CON- ABORT, CONTINGENCY,
ABORT, CONTINGENCY,TINGENCY, OR RETURN RETURNPLAN, OR RETURN
181 114
CONTINGENCY
TYPICAL PLANNED
- CHECKOUT - ..... CONTINGENCY -
OPTIONAL EXIT TO
CHECKOUT
Figure D-2. Experiment Planning
CR19-11
121 122 123 124
POWER UP CHECKLIST SETUP SUMMARY
(104)
EXPERIMENT
CONTROL
Figure D.3. Power Up
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125 126 127 128
BEGIN OPERATIONS CHECKLIST SETUP 
CH SELECT
(141)
RUN EXPERIMENT
Figure D-4. Begin Operations
CR19-11
141
RUN EXPERIMENT
142 ' 143
AUTOMATIC I! MANUAL SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE
(146)
TERMINATE
Figure D-5. Run Experiment
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146
TERMINATE
147
SET SWITCHES
(104)
EXPERIMENT
CONTROL
Figure D-6. Terminate
111 - Update
Indicate the experiment which is to be updated
112 - Updated Current Plan
Typical presentation for completely planned experiment.
Contingency planning or aborting the experiment can occur
at this point.
113 - Current Plan
Example of incomplete plans. Operator completes planning
by selecting channels or invokes planned contingencies or
aborts.
114 - Contingency
Those contingencies which can be anticipated and circumvented
by preplanned solutions are presented for selection. If backup
equipment is to be brought on-line, the checkout phase can be
entered from this level.
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151 CR19-11
DATA ANALYSIS
INPUT GROUND TRUTH
TRAIN CLASSIFIER,
OPTIMIZE MSS
CHANNEL USAGE
TRAINING OPTIMIZETRUTH SITE COMMIT TO COMPUTER CLASSIFIER RESULTS
INPUT EXISTING RUN-ANALYZE ACCEPT OR
GROUND TRUTH DATA OBSERVED DATA RE-OPTIMIZE
153 162
FINE ADJUST RUN MODERECTIFY OBSERVED DATA INITI L RUN,
RECTIFY OBSERVED DATA RE-OPTIMIZE OR
TO TR UTH SITE VIEW CONCENTRATE
LANDMARKS INPUT OPTIMIZATION
154 163 263
I CROP ANALYSIS
CORRELATION INITIAL OR RE-OPTIMIZE CROP ANALYSIS
START COMPUTER RUN CROP ID RUN - ENTER (WHEAT)
(COMMIT RESOURCES) NO. OF CHANNELS TO REF. 163
TRAIN DISCRIMINATOR
155 __165 272
RESULTS INITIALIZE TRAINING
RUN COMPLETED NTI ANT TRAINER RESULTS
RETURN TO 151 FOR FOR SELECTED (WHEAT)
NEXT ACTION - CHANNELS REF. 170
TRAINING
170
TRAINING RESULTS
REJECT RESULT AND
RETRAIN OR
CONTINUE WITH
NEXT CROP
Figure D-7. Data Analysis
CR19-11
114
CONTINGENCY
CHECKOUT
REQUIRED
180 181 182 183
CHECKOUT INSTRUCTION START VERFY
188 189 184-186
F A U L T  CONTINUATION
REPLACE OFDETECTION VERIFICATION
CONTINUATION
OF
VERIFICATION
187
OPERATIONS
COMPLETE
Figure D-8. Checkout
D. 1. 2 Power Up (Figure D-3)
121 - Power Up
Lists equipment used in the experiment and indicates overall
status. The experimenter proceeds to make a checklist of the
operations.
122 - Checklist
Experiment-related switch settings are presented for review.
If checklist is acceptable, next display is 124. If switch set-
tings are to be changed, Frame 123 is called.
123 - Setup
Operator sends commands or indicates manual switch settings
by pressing the appropriate display switch.
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124 - Summary
Display of final instructions to the operator. Current timeline
data is included to guide the operator in selecting a subsequent
activity. Returns to Frame 104 in normal sequence.
D. 1. 3 Begin Operations (Figure D-4)
125 - Begin Operation
Equipment list and timeline data are displayed along with pre-
operation preparation status.
126 - Checklist
Similar to Frame 122, except timeline data are included.
127 - Setup
Same as 123.
128 - Channel Selection
Operator performs final equipment setup prior to running
experiment.
D. 1. 4 Run Experiment (Figure D-5)
141 - Run Control
Select between automatic and manual sequence at operator's
discretion. Starting and current times are displayed. Opera-
tor may override an automatic inhibit condition when present.
142 - Automatic Sequence
Timeline data and manual switchover provided. Quick-look
data can be requested for display.
143 - Manual Sequence
Similar to 142 except switchover from manual to automatic
is not allowed.
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D. 1.5 Terminate (Figure D-6)
146 - Terminate
-This display is automatically-called at the end of the automatic
or manual sequence. The option is to accept the current switch
settings, in which case return is to Frame 104 or to set
switches in Frame 147 before return.
D. 1. 6 Data Analysis (Figure D-7)
151 - Data Analysis
Select from Input Ground Truth, Train, or Optimize.
(Note: Train will not be accepted until Ground Truth Site
data have been input - Frame 162 is displayed. Optimize
Swill not be_ accepted until the classifier has been trained -
Frame 172 is displayed.)
152 - Truth Site
An accurate description of the ground truth site is used to
train the classifier. These data are input from tape at this
time to be compared to the multispectral scanner data
acquired during the mission. An initial evaluation of the
scanner channels is performed by comparing the known
truth site crops and their location to the acquired data by
pattern recognition techniques. The result is initial crop
identification by multispectral scanner channel output. The
comparative channel data are used in the training phase to
select the best channels for crop identification (see
Frame 163).
The commands for positioning the tape are displayed in
Frame 152. Visual observation on a CRT would accompany
the PKD display.
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153 - Fine Adjust
A photograph of the truth site is used to locate the position of
landmarks. The CRT light pen is then used to input the coordi-
nates of each landmark.
154 - Correlation
Review time and computer resources required to run correla-
tion program before starting computer run.
155 - Results
Tutorial frame - no action required.
161 - Training
Commit to computer run which will train classifier by analyzing
observed data versus ground truth data.
162 - Run Computer
During training, initial run must be selected. Re-optimize is
the proper command when in optimize mode or for retraining.
For this demonstration, the separability level is fixed.
163 - Result (Most Identifiable Crop - Soil)
Results of the computer run are presented. The scanner
channels are ranked according to their accuracy in identifying
the crop "soil" using the pattern recognition technique of
comparing channel output during truth site flyover to the
known layout of the truth site, as defined by the taped data
input in Frame 152. The operator inputs the lowest number
of channels which can identify the crop within the accuracy
required by the experiment.
165 - Initialize (2 channels - Soil)
Initialization of discriminator when two channels are used.
Accompanies CRT display of data points between the two
channels. The straight line defined by the two points input
is the starting point for the discriminator. By allowing the
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experimenter to define an initial line of separation between
soil data and other crops, the computer run time is reduced
to an acceptable amount. Without the experimenter's input,
the discriminator could try an enbormous number of random
lines before converging on the optimum line.
170 - Training Results (1 channel - Soil)
Experimenter accepts or rejects percent of false classification
from results of training the classifier discriminant for the
selected number of channels.
270 - Training Results (2 channels - Soil)
Typical results - similar to Frame 170, except result is for
two channels.
263 - Results (Second Most Identifiable Crop - Wheat)
Same as 173 except crop is wheat.
272 Training Results (I channel - Wheat)
Same as 170 except crop is wheat.
171 - Optimize
After training, experimenter can reoptimize by reentry to the
training procedure via this frame. In this mode, the reoptimize
option of Frame 162 is enabled.
D. 1. 7 Checkout (Figure D-8)
180 - Checkout
Select instrument to be checked from list of experiment-
related equipment.
181 - Multispectral Scanner
Computer playback of input for operator's review. Entry is
from either 180 or from Contingency Planning (114).
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182 - Check
Operator initiates check mode if timeline indicates sufficient
time is available.
183 through 186 - Verify Results
Operator verifies results of checkout procedure data.
187 - Operation Complete
Typical successful checkout. Timeline is repeated to allow
operator to select next activity. PROCEED will return to
Frame 104.
188 - Fault Detected
Typical failure display. Checkout can be continued on another
instrument (do next checkout), replanning can be entered (replan
experiments), or a replacement part can be installed.
189 - Replace
Typical checklist of a part replacement procedure. Operator
indicates performance of each step to computer. PROCEED
completes checkout.
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D. 2 SUMMARY OF THE DISPLAYS FOR THE EXPERIMENT CONTROL
SCENARIO
.D. 2. 1 Introductory Frames - 2 through 104
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D.2.2 Plans and Update Frames - 105 through 114
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PD APPLICATION DEFINITION
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D. 2. 3 Power-Up Frames - 121 through 124
PKD APPLICATION DEFIITION
Fra e number (15) 121
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D. 2. 4 Begin Operations Frames - 125 through 128
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
Frame nuber (15) 125
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PKD APPLICATION DINITION
Frame number (15) 127
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PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
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D. 2. 5 Run Experiment Frames - 141 through 143
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITIOI
Frame number (15) 141
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PKD APPLICATION DEFIlITIOT
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D. 2. 6 Terminate Operations Frames - 146 and 147
PXD APPLICATION DEFINITION
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D. 2. 7 Data Analysis Frames - 151 through 272
PKD APPLICATIO DEFINITION
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PID APPLICATIC DEFINITiON
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PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
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PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
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2 H ETATI (Iw I)( H N In L ILSI 1 10 19
3F TI 0 : C. H0 E CIK I RtEISUL LIT S]I I/ A PP R t V
5 1 01BI Sl 1 Al Ll SfCLA SSII FIEIDI 11 15 % 1
I I A IT I I t tJE IJ IIE IC
8 I IILISEt H I IA L S E
lo ]IWI I
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D. 2. 8 Checkout Frames - 180 through 189
PXD APPLICATION DI ITIN
Fr&. e n: br (15)
1 CTI : SE T I S U It IT T0 B E
2 Ci I IEECKED OUII I I
S . c . I i S P I C T I M -I I P E C IT Ii IM C jR IO V
6 F A!IA1 Ti Rl A I 1 E T IE I I 1 I S I A I N I RI I IE IT IE I ,R
7 TI i c I -1 , I I 1 I Ij ! iI I If 1I .
2 ~ L ra- r - .00aMW aON a
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
Frame number (15) 181
C l C C0U T I PR RI E I I
2 j~ S ~jtj M E Il TRUMS T10 IBfE CjHlE7CjKjE[DI A IR lE I:
-1,I
4 -J-1 1 4 Ul L I I  S  PI EC ITI R! A I  L I S C  A N NA E  R
8i t Ip1 olI EI l S! I . P I R I E ! I IT10 T 1 117 I I
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
Frame number (15) 18a
1I U L TI II S PI E C I R I  L IC"IAIN NI IR I c I H E C IK - 0 U 'T L.
! I o 4 F
ISAl C0 I* 10 ± -- TT
3 - 1 I IH E I CI I I1olH 1.
TQUIRE ACTION I .8 f~l ] I I Ff Ilr T7IoI-TTVTTT
a 21 .1 41 51 _ I T s -o . 111 l 1
7If" E X T I R I :-:t (I UII IRIE DI JA IC IT 1I1 0 I lI I I I I I
ST I 1 M I E BI J I I R I I 3I 10 15 10 1 1' 1 1 1 1 "
10 7 . 9 1 1 5I I I
PiX APPLICATION D'FINITION
Frane number (15) 183
1 I Ff Yj El Al C H CIA LII BIRIAj TJ I I0 I.r l A 1D"II IN 10
O C dI
3l R Y I % 14 1 - 16 10 1I
T I " I I I II I I - II I IC J 1 % 1)-
75 . .. i .l AlzC L I S I Uo R I C E I 2j I I 1.... ... - 1 1 1'..
I I l I I C 1 l A L I . I i I 01- I -a7 HZZ1ZLZ IZ IS ORICI'EJ III= I 1 1%ii
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P'iD APPLICATION DIITIO:
Frame number (15) 184
' I I iii L YL 1.. ...E. A. .. TI WWO11G2 1 t ...Y I Al C l i l I I A  T K II I
31 CI IAo d Vi i l ,{o I l A i4 I ( 4 O - 1919
5 - I I I 0 1 v LI I A GI YI I v = I (1 1 14 o0- 9) t HIQ
6 1 1_ _i4 1 vI01 L TI Al GI E -1717 V 1 1I I I I 14 1- 1 95GI v o51 1 T A G!iE v I % 13 1 -9 9 I9 % ,
8 ' ]G E 1 9{c ' I FlO LI TA GIEl I I ' I 3 (9161-19191.1)
10 j
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
Frame number (15) 185
1 E R EAC I CAR AFT I0 1 1 I RI EIAI DIINJ GI
2 I I 0 I !tI 1Il I _ I I I 0 TOI  OIK
3 1 I l GI , 71E V 0J I LITIAIG E 1 IVl 3 6 - 9 91%
S1 AIG clI El T V ollTAG Vl V I ( 36 -_I 9( )
5 1 1 l G I l I 1 i o1 L Tj vll I I I I I I 3 61 -1 9% 99I !
67 -- A GI C1 1 0 JV 0 LlT A G I E V13 I I I ( 31 61 -1 9 9
l GC11 1 Vl TA11E V9 I
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PED APPLICATION DEFIITION
Frane number (I5) 18A
1 ERI Y E ACH CALIB RA I 0 N I R E A D I ING I
2 II I I .. I I I lolK I INI IN o10 IT 0 . I
__ A] ____ 1 31 - 1 V E ____ _ __ 1( 1- 19 18 1% )
A 7 I {1.1 3L-  1 L .. lO.j II_ TIA I 19_ 8 %
5 1 c L I S 01 U it I , .. ,1 T , =__--? 1 1 T 1 ( 8 12 1- 18 16 1)
6 C1  !,A L I 0R C 2 IiE JM I I II I I 1  =9 ,0 ,, 1)
8 >11 ,,I r I - OIPI IV IEIR I IF 'I IC IA j , ! 0 ' I 1 1 1 1
9 1 1111111
lo
PKD APPLICATION DEFINITION
Frame nu ber (15) 187
1 U T C - OUTM PI 0 M L E T EIDI IS UIC ICE S S IF UL LY
1 I I ,ET2 I D S WITCHE T IS TIAN IBY I
3 iSIIi I I EL ElCfT IIE ATI II TII 0 N
4 -I! 1- 1 1. T -I MI E 1 I S I.;712 1-418 1 1 1. 1 1 I
51 .. l I U I " ' l A C T IO1 I l IS !
I .I 1 Z 1 1 I IIl A  i SI I WlILEE
8 -111 E G I IP I S I IS T T 31.10 5 ! 1 1 1
.1 1 I I I X I I I x , I IA Co I I I
:o 1 7 31. 1010 13
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Pi APPLICATION DEFIITION
Freme number (I5) 188
c1 El K I A U T DTIEIS IF A CU IL T IS HO JW i
2I P E1 S S! l Tj C H I Fs 0 1R C 0 II T T lnIN _G E ;Irl Y 7 FJl Aa C
1R  l AI D 0 T 1 EIX IT I I
Sa d i F 1 L Ic t i i I i I I I.. i I .
6 IT7Y 1 S URCIE 21 OU CE 3 IS U R C 15
7 . i Lj I! G1 IG RE P L A C E R I E PAIRI I I I
8 J d i I l dI I 11 i l
9 l" " .... Ij'1 1 ,I 1 - 1 1 - 1 .- 1 . 1 1 I.
10 IIIII I I E WI
PKD APPLICATION DEFIITION
Frame number (I1) 189
1 d l KI L II S T" 7 01 1RIEIP L A CIEI [C A I IS 0 U R I
2 E S s I I T Cl W H E N CI 10IMI E0 ITPE ID
3 j I  .I C H A I N G EIG . P 0 W E IR I
.1 1 !01PI P-1 I I I l ol .l !R I I I I I! t T I I I f
L . i 0 S El I Ei . I E / S ET TI IM IEl JR I IT I IM TJ E I JE
I II 1 C1OVER .50 OR 2 II
0 I I 1 111 1 211 1 1 1
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APPENDIX E : C;
WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE oc-:
x0
z
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Appendix E
WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
The User's Guide is presented in an earlier work, Design and Performance
of a Large Vocabulary Discrete Word Recognition System, Volume II,
published by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Report No.
MDC G4829, November 1973.
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